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XCarrier Platform
For any Industrial
and Economic Sectors

 XCarrier is hosted in customer or external data centre. Oracle database technologies form the foundation of high-
performance data processing.

 Master and transaction data is imported from defined source systems, temporarily stored in the XCarrier data lake,
enriched with further data, completed, integrated and then processed.

 Structured data from all XCarrier databases is available at any time to all XCarrier applications and customer applica-
tions in a preprocessed form.

Telecom Applications
XCarrier provides all the necessary
applications to ensure a sound opera-
tion of a wholesale telecom business.

Billing Settlement
XCarrier includes all commercial appli-
cations to generate a safe and positive
business result.

Protection
XCarrier offers a range of efficient and
effective security applications for se-
cure voice operations.
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Customer Added Value

XCarrier is the generic development and application
platform for discerning companies and for many indus-
tries.

 It produces SOX-compliant, traceable and auditable
security and data management

 XCarrier is ideal for regulated markets that place the
highest demands on data management and data pro-
cessing

XCarrier’s modular structure enables both very generic
and, at the same time, very specific applications

Go-to-market times for new and targeted services are sig-
nificantly sped up by using the appropriate XCarrier Plat-
form

 XCarrier provides lightning-fast, secure motion data
processing and provision/display.

 Parallel systems can be easily added for peak perfor-
mance (grid computing capable).

Swiss Made Software
The "Swiss Made Software" label is dedicated to promoting
the Swiss software industry, both at home and abroad. It
combines Swiss values such as quality, reliability and preci-
sion – especially in software development.


